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Keep up to date on latest offers, new drinks
a n d l a t e s t t r a d e n e w s b y f o l l o w i n g To l c h a r d s v i a :

“

We have a number of exciting
wines on the horizon which
I’m looking forward to and
can give you an exciting fir st
look within the new wines
(Pages 8-9). Also, as we begin
to think about war ming up
in the colder months we
have included a section
on Argentina which gives
fir st hand account as to
why their wines are so
highly reg arded...Enjoy
D I R E C T O R
S E A N M A R D E L L

”
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS

1. All offers are available from 1st September to 31st October 2020 unless otherwise stated. 2. All offers are subject to regional availability
and prices are exclusive of VAT. 3. We will not accept orders where they would breach a beer tie or other contracts that the buyer holds
with a third party. 4. E.&.O.E. 5. This brochure is not intended as an inducement to breach any contract, which may exist between a tenant
& their landlord to purchase beers or any other products. In such cases only those products, which are excluded from such agreements, should
be considered. 6. We treat the buyer placing an order with us as the buyer’s confirmation that there is no such tie.
7. All prices featured may be subject to a duty and supplier increase.
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NEW ONLINE ORDERING

NOW LIVE
BENEFITS INCLUDE:

• Place orders easily with a more
streamlined and user friendly interface.
• A more advanced product filtering i.e...
filter wines by country, region, colour etc

New

ONLINE
ORDERING

• Fully manage accounts - pay invoices
and statements online - download
delivery notes and invoices.
• Live chat with a member of
staff between 9am and 10pm.
• Manage profiles, account details,
passwords, group and users.

WINE LISTS
| KEEP IT SIMPLE |

A poor wine list can confuse and
complicate a dining experience
as whereby a great list can win
over new customers and put
patrons at ease.

With your logo and any images
that you may want to include
always look to have high resolution
versions available. Menus can often
be let down by images which have
been taken from websites which
then become pixelated on
the final printed version.

So how do you get your wine list
to work for you on many levels
and be something that you can
proudly present?

Small categories of wines work well
to break up the menu. The addition
of box surrounds or icons can help
draw the attention if you have
a special priced wine of locally
sourced suggestion.

Consider a simple less is more
approach with layout and
descriptions that make ordering a
smooth process for the less winesavvy clientele. Navigating a sea
of grapes, names and years can lead
to certain frustration and seriously
reduce the evenings fun factor.

A simple wine list can be diverse,
exciting and most of all add
adventure to the meal. We go out to
try new things and have a welcome
experience, making your wine list
user friendly will mean customers
return and spread a good review.

Aim to speak directly to a
customer with terminology that
they understand such as dry, sweet,
bitter, strong along with suggestions
of which food make a suitable
pairing. Including this helps point
towards a wine that customers
might not otherwise try and instead
make a poor decision soley based
on price alone.
Subtle and functional go a long
way with the layout. Ideally aim to
use two fonts, one that can be used
for bolder headings and another
that can be easily read for longer
descriptions. If you have a brand
font that’s used throughout
the establishment then even better,
this consistency helps develop the
sense of trust for those visiting.
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New Wines
New Wines
New Wines
New Wines
New Wines
New Wines
New Wines
NOW
£5.35

NOW
£5.35

CARACARA

CARACARA

Pale Lemon with
green tints - the nose
is fresh and lemony
with hebaceous notes,
very elegant and well
balanced with tropical
notes and Grapefruit
on the palate.

Medium-bodied, with
lovely tannins, velvety
texture, rich and a long,
pretty finish. It goes
perfect with Pasta, Risotto,
lightly spiced red meats, Soft
Cheeses and Mexican food.

SAUVIGNON BLANC
CHILE

New

Wines

NOW
£7.00

NOW
£7.95

Beau Flamant
Picpoul de Pinet

OLD CLEM

FRANCE

Floral and tropical fruit notes
on the nose. On the palate this
crisp, dry white has plenty of
stone fruit, melon, and zesty
notes. The soft citrus fruit
is tempered with an intense
minerality giving a long,
refreshing finish.

Chenin Chard Viognier
SOUTH AFRICA

On the palate you can
enjoy white peach, kiwi
fruit and pink lady apple,
underpinned by a delightful
flinty freshness and
delicate citrus finish.

NOW
£7.50

NOW
£7.50

WINDMEUL
CHENIN BLANC

WINDMEUL
Pinotage

Lively fresh and fruity
with tropical fruit on
the nose. An intense
zesty character makes
it the perfect sipping
wine or summer
lunch partner.

Red berries, soft tannins
and a feint hint of smokiness.
Typical of the character of
the grape there is also a sweet
sensation from the glycerol that
forms during fermentation.
Try chilling it in summer as
a sipping wine on the terrace
or enjoy it with a roast
during winter.

SOUTH AFRICA

8

MERLOT
CHILE

SOUTH AFRICA

Argentina
N E W WO R L D W I N E S

Wines Of Distinction
WO R D S
Geographically helped
by the Andes Mountain
range which produces
wonderful clean fresh
water from the melting
snow which runs down
into the river systems.
This is then used for
irrigation in this dry,
continental climate where
rainfall can be scarce.
Growers in the past used
a unique system of dams
and irrigation channels
1 0

B Y

A L A N

L AV E R S

that almost lets them
turn on a tap when water
is required, whereas
the more modern
wineries tend to use a
drip irrigation system.
Argentina can claim wine
culture back to the early
Spanish settlers in the
16th century although
towards the end of
the 18th century when
immigrants mainly from
Italy, Spain, and France

arrived is when it was
planted more heavily
with vines.
This is when the Malbec
variety arrived together
with many others;
however it is the Malbec
originally from France
that has become the
signature grape of
the Argentinian wine
industry.

When the immigrants
from Europe ventured to
Argentina in those early
days one of the reasons was
because of an outbreak of
Phylloxera in Europe. The
French Vineyards were nearly
wiped out between 1860 and
1900 due to this destructive
microscopic root louse that
was attacking the roots of
the vines and thus bleeding
them to death.
The immigrants travelled
to Argentina to see if they
could change their fortunes,
fortunately when the vines
were planted in Argentina’s
sandy soils Phylloxera could
not survive as they did in the
heavier soils of Europe and
so vine growth was vigorous.

Nowadays around the world
vines tend to be grown on
American rootstock which is
resistant to Phylloxera, but it
is still mandatory to report
any signs of the “little beast”
if found in a vineyard.
In those early days table
wine consumption was a
significant part of Argentinian
culture although the wine
itself was not always great,
production was high. Having
said that most of the wines
were very average, there
was the odd exception, but
by the 1990s new internal
investment and Flying Wine
Makers from Australia arrived.
The Flying Wine Makers used
their experience in many
countries to clean up wine

making and get the best
from the juice to make more
desirable wines with better
flavour and finesse. Over the
following years this brought
Argentina onto the world map
of wine producing countries
with a serious hat on.
Argentina enjoys the highest
commercial vineyards in
the world at 1700 metres
above sea level at Cafayate
in the north down to a more
modest (but still high) North
Mendoza 650 metres, and
outlying areas back up
to over 1000 metres, this
cooler climate helps with
the aromatics of the wine.
Amongst all the wine regions
in Argentina Mendoza is by
far the biggest; and probably

accounts for more than
two-thirds of the total wine
production and so is the
country’s most important
region while Malbec is its
most important grape variety.
It is easy to see why this
country’s wines are growing
in popularity, with stylish
aromatic whites and the
world’s finest Malbec.
Here at Tolchards our
selection of Malbec’s range
from house wines to wines
of distinction.
When Pascual Toso set
out from Piamonte in Italy
in the min 1880s I bet he
never thought he would be
setting up one of Argentina’s
oldest and most prestigious
wineries. Their top end

Malbec’s are certainly one for
the connoisseur while their
mid-range just shows more
affordable excellence.
The Pascual Toso Estate
Cabernet Sauvignon is well
above the normal Cabernet
quality. Finca del Alta not
only produce a pure Malbec
but also a lovely blend of
Malbec and Merlot the latter
grape really softening
the texture.
Take a peep at the Alto de
Mayo Malbec not only a
modern label, but modern
wine making produces this
full bodied wine with hints of
vanilla, blackberry, and plums,
together with a soft silky
finish and a price that won’t

break the bank. As the reds
are by far the most popular
we mustn’t forget the
Finca del Alta Chardonnay
Chenin Blanc a light delicate
aromatic wine with hints of
tropical fruit.

Ju s t another d ay in an
A rgentinian v ineyard .

Argentina
Argentina has in a rich vain
of wine making heritage,
one which is prolific and
now well respected from
initial humble beginnings.
There was certainly once
a period of isolation but
wines produced today are
of greater interest and
display superb quality.
Vines were planted as early as
the 15th century by Spanish
Conquistadors, but it was
really the arrival of the Italian,
Spanish and French settlers
who introduced their own
indigenous varietals and wine
making style that things
start to thrive.

The two great wine growing
regions are the provinces of
Mendoza and San Juan in the
North West of the country,
where vast vineyards grow at
an altitude of some 2,500 ft
in the direct presence of the
Andes foothills.
In recent years, restless
producers have pushed the
wine frontier westward, high,
and South and East, seeking
the cold of southern latitudes
or the influence of the ocean.
From the high vineyards in
the North, through the aridity
of Cuyo and the plains of
Patagonia, to the new projects
on the edge of the Atlantic,

Argentine wines offer an
endless range of flavours
that reflect the identity
of each region.
Driven principally by
the mighty, meat-friendly
Malbec. Bonarda is the
second most widely planted
red and makes a much
lighter, more frivolous red.
Don’t forget Argentina’s
signature white, Torrontes –
at high altitude it can
make an aromatic,
sensuous white that’s
brilliant with spicy dishes.

Zapa Malbec

Zapa is made from the juice of Malbec
grapes alone, grown in 70 year old
vineyards in Mendoza, Central West
Argentina. Very deep ruby-red tones,
brilliant and clean.
On the nose, complex aromas of
red fruits are combined with a touch
of wood which enhances the presence of
chocolate and vanilla. The texture is supple,
with ripe tannins and a well balanced finish.
OVERALL
Plum, Damson and Black Cherry fruit on the nose
leading to a smooth, medium weight palate with
soft tannins, ripe dark berry fruit and warm spice.

WHY I LIKE THIS WINE
Malbec is Argentina’s most celebrated grape
and is one of only six grapes permitted in red
Bordeaux, it was first introduced to Argentina by
French immigrants in the mid-19th Century.
This wine is produced from grapes grown in the high
altitude vineyards of the Uco Valley which imparts
character and freshness in the wine. Matching
perfectly with chargrilled meat (especially beef) it is
a must have wine offering fantastic value for money.

FOOD PAIRING IDEAS;
Chargrilled steak, burgers
cooked on the BBQ.

STYLE
Medium bodied easy drinker.

REGION
La Consulta, San Carlos,
Uco Valley, Mendoza.

GRAPE
Malbec

Tolchards
Sales Manager:

Rob O’Connell

La Vaca Gorda
MALBEC

Deep and vibrant Malbec with an
intense nose of Plum, Damson and
Dark Chocolate aromas. Lush and layered
on the palate, with well-integrated oak
and plenty of fine tannins. Drinks well with
Beef in all its guises, from Steaks to Stews.

Argentina

with love x

Finca Quara, Estate Malbec
ARGENTINA, Cafayate Valley, Salta

Quara are produced by Felix Lavaque who boast a 140 year
history and 5 generations of wine-making expertise. They were
the first to plant noble vines in Cafayate, Salta where high
levels of UV light, cool nights and warm days produce perfect
growing conditions for expressive fruit development.

Verum Patagonia Malbec

ARGENTINA, Patagonia

This cool climate Malbec comes from low-yielding vineyards.
Red Cherries, Blackcurrants and herbal aromas,
soft tannins and subtle acidity support the well-rounded
flavours of Plums, Mulberries and Cherries. The soft
tannins, fresh acidity and herb notes will work
well with thyme and rosemary crusted roast lamb.

A small part of the blend is aged in French oak and then
blended with the rest providing Intense ruby red with violet
tones. Aromas of red fruit like Blackberry and Plum, Spices,
Caramel, Vanilla, and Chocolate. Silky tannins. Both balanced
and elegant, full-bodied with a long fruity successful finish.

NOW AVAILABLE

CLEAR SIGNAGE
The UK has experienced a public
health emergency as a result of
the COVID-19 pandemic. As
such, it is critical that businesses
take a range of measures to keep
staff, customers and the public as
safe as possible.

A large attractive sign can become
a reference point for others by way
of direction that gets you repeatedly
mentioned, builds awareness of your
business and more importantly your brand.
A poor outdoor sign which is difficult to see,
read and confusing will have the opposite
effect on passing trade, instantly putting you
on the back foot.

We are entering a new normal where we
have to abide to a number of guidelines
to ensure social distancing and other
regulations. The need for clear and visible
signage has never been more needed. We
have all had to adjust our way of working,
from managing the entry and exits of
customers, providing clear guidance on
social distancing and hygiene to people
on arrival, reconfiguring indoor and
outdoor seating and tables to maintain
social distancing and further more how
to go about ordering means customers
can understandably feel a little
overwhelmed. So the right signage
positioned in the right places can help
customers feel safe and relaxed knowing
what is expected of them.

In house boards should be easy to read
and at eye level or above, sifting through
a passing crowd to catch a glimpse of the
specials boards will only lead to frustration.
Draw attention to items with larger or
different colour fonts or highlight certain
wines by making them ‘Manager’s Choice’
Or ‘Customer’s Favourite’.

With bold and large outdoor signage
customer’s instantly learn who you are and
what can be expected. Clear signage is your
voice that can grab a customers attention
and encourage them to enter and seek
what you present. You may only have a few
seconds to accomplish this so make sure
your signs follow a few design rules.
Attention grabbing signage should
be in keeping with your brand colours,
be bold and in a prominent place. Most
outdoor signs work best when they are eye
catching, brief and to the point. Look to be
recognisable not read.

As many wines are often chosen by label
design the same can work in your location.
A board designed with your most profitable
wine selection can work on many levels.
Not only can this sway decisions towards
the most profitable, but also speed up
service for bar staff by having decisions
already made.
If you have a good location and footfall
is established there is a clear advantage
to investing in well thought out signage.
Helping customers navigate with clear
prompts, making choices clear and obvious
not only puts you in a positive light but
certainly boosts profits.

TOLCHARDS

MULTI
PURPOSE
ANTIBACTERIAL
SPRAY
AN ADVANCED ANTISEPTIC AND
DISINFECTANT. SUITABLE FOR
USE ON WORK SURFACES AND
USABLE AS A HAND AND SKIN
ANTISEPTIC SANITISER.

With the active ingredient hypochlorous, which is the
biocide produced in the human immune system.
Tolchards antibacterial sanitiser kills all types of harmful
germs on contact. It can be used to sanitise hand/skin
and suitable as an antibacterial surface sanitiser for use
on hard and soft surfaces. Kills 99.9999% of germs,
viruses and spores including: influenzas, e-coli,
c-difficile, mrsa and norovirus. Kills 99.9999%
of harmful micro-organisms on contact.

5 Litre - £30.00 + Vat
750ml Spray Trigger Bottle - £10.50 + Vat
250ml Hand Sanitiser Bottle - £7.00 + Vat

Zombie Kiss
COCKTAIL
• 1 Part Raspberry Liqueur, Chambord
• 1 Part Vodka, Absolut
• 1 Part Champagne, Gruet Brut Selection
• Licorice, Wax Teeth, Candy Corn
and/or Blood Orange Slice.

Wicked Wolf
EXMOOR GIN, 42%
This Gin is made in Devon with 11 different
Botanicals which are all locally sourced and
created this Wonderfully Refreshing Crisp Gin!
With a Citrus led body and notes of Juniper and
Coriander shining through this Gin is simply Delightful!
Recommended from the distillers themselves in
a G&T garnished with Lemon and Thyme!

Vampire Bite
MOCKTAIL

HOW TO MAKE

Mix together the raspberry syrup and
if necessary thin with a little water to
• 475ml cranberry juice, chilled
make your fake blood. You can use this
• 120ml apple juice, chilled
to edge your glasses. In a jug combine
• 60ml grenadine
the cranberry juice, apple juice and
• 180ml soda water, chilled
grenadine. Stir together then add the
• 4 Gummy Vampire Teeth
• Raspberry syrup and a little water. soda water. Pour in the drink evenly into
the glasses. Garnish each glass with the
gummy vampire teeth and serve.

Verum Malbec
ARGENTINA, 14%
Truly expresses its unique Argentine
Patagonian terroir, showcasing fresh
flavours of violets and red fruits with lush
mouthfeel. Intense and bright red with
violet tones. Aromas of red fruits like
plums and blueberries, vanilla and
some soft spicy notes.

HOW TO MAKE

Try this Halloween-style twist on a classic
Champagne cocktail. In a chilled martini glass,
layer raspberry liqueur, vodka, and Champagne.
Garnish with liquorice, wax teeth, candy corn,
and/or blood orange slice.

Brain

HAEMOR R HAGE
Easy to do and looks
impressively disgusting.

• Peach Schnapps
• Creme de Menthe

(must be green to get the colour!)

• Baileys Irish Cream
• Grenadine

Hells Lager

HOW TO MAKE

Pour the Peach Schnapps into
a shot glass, about 1/2 full.
Pour a splash of Creme de
Menthe in next – it’ll sink to
the bottom and then finally the
Baileys to form a layer on top
and a trickle of Grenadine.

CAMDEN, 4.6%

DEad Man’S
Fingers
SPICED RUM, 42%
Created at the Rum & Crab
Shack in St. Ives, Cornwall, Dead
Man’s Fingers has gained cult
status amongst its loyal followers.
A blend of Caribbean rum and
spices, it’s inspired by Cornish
flavours such as Saffron Cake,
spiced fruit and the Shack’s own
Pedro Ximenez ice cream.

Helles and Pilsner. Classic, crisp
and refreshing. It’s the beer we
always wanted to drink and the
reason we started our brewery.
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NEW EXCLUSIVE
MERMAID
SALT VODKA
WE ARE DELIGHTED TO ANNOUNCE THAT OUR
NEW LOOK MERMAID SALT VODKA IS NOW
AVAILABLE TO PURCHASE, IN A STRIKINGLY
SCULPTED, PLASTIC-FREE BOTTLE, IN LINE
WITH THE REST OF OUR MERMAID RANGE.
MERMAID SALT VODKA IS INFUSED POSTDISTILLATION WITH LOCALLY SOURCED ROCK
SEA SALT. LEFT TO NATURALLY EVAPORATE,
THE RESULT IS DEPTH OF FLAVOUR AND
DISTINCT SWEETNESS - ENHANCING
SMOOTHNESS AND ACCENTUATING FLAVOUR.
THIS DELICATE VEIN OF SALT CREATES A BACK
NOTE THAT MAKES MERMAID SALT VODKA
AN ESSENTIAL INGREDIENT FOR ANY WELL
STOCKED BACK BAR - THE IDEAL BASE FOR
ADVENTUROUS COCKTAILS AND DISTINCTIVELY
SMOOTH OVER ICE OR WITH A MIXER.

NOW AVAILABLE

MERMAID’S
BEARD

Just the thing for parties or your own new favourite pre-meal
choice, this light vodka cocktail made with the finest ingredient
of Mermaid Salt Vodka is seriously refreshing.
INGREDIENTS
• 5 0 m l M er m a i d Vo d k a • 2 5 m l L i m e Ju i c e
1 5 -2 0 m l Su g a r Sy r u p
METHOD

Add ingredients into a cocktail shaker, shake well and finely
strain into a prepared chilled coupé. Suggested finish half
salted rim with a cucumber ribbon - Simple and easy!

Thank you to the team at Margoux
for the cocktail suggestion - check these guys out
v i a f a c e b o o k , i n s t a g r a m o r v i s i t w w w. m a r g o u x . c o . u k
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Buy 4 cases of
Thatchers Rosé
and get a case of
Thatchers Zero Free!
Order 4 cases of 6 x 500ml
bottles Thatchers Rosé and
get a case of 6 x 500ml bottles
Thatchers Zero free of charge.
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£14.50

BEER

per case
12 x 500ml
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CAMDEN HELLS LAGER HAS THE HIGHEST
RATE OF SALE OUT OF ANY CRAFT LAGER*

Bryn is a copper
coloured traditional
best bitter, brewed
using the English Goldings
hop, blended with Cascade
and Eureka hops to give this
best bitter a sweet malty
start with subtle roasted
notes followed by a
crisp, zesty hop finish.

CAMDEN PALE HAS THE HIGHEST RATE
OF SALE OUT OF ANY CRAFT PALE ALE*

INSTALL ANY CAMDEN BEER
AND RECEIVE A POINT OF SALE
KIT INCLUDING GLASSES,
BAR RUNNERS AND BEER MATS
*CGA DATA TO END OF DEC 2019
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CORONA
TOWERs
NOW AVAILABLE
BRANDED GLASSWARE PROVIDED ON INSTALL

BUY 5 CASES
FROM THIS RANGE
AND RECEIVE
A CASE OF
DESPERADOS

FREE

CONTACT YOUR BBG OR SUPPLIER
REPRESENTATIVE FOR MORE INFO

*

*Available from 1st October to 31st October 2020. Buy a combination of 5 cases of 24 x 330ml of Desperados, Sol, Birra
Moretti, Heineken 0.0, Red Stripe, Heineken, Tiger, 12 x 500ml Bulmers Original, Newcastle Brown Ale, to include a
minimum of three different brands and receive a free case of Desperados. Brewed in the UK.

©2020 AB InBev UK Limited, all rights reserved.

BUY ANY 6 CASES
AND RECEIVE

1 CASE OF MAGNERS 12 X 568ML
OR BECKS BLUE 24 X 275ML FREE

BECK1 s
24X275ML

8

MAGNERS
12X568ML

CORONA
24X330ML

Qforonn.

drinkaware.co.uk for the facts

8

©2019 AB InBev UK Limited, all rights reserved.

Over 18s only. Offer open to selected customers only based in England and Wales only (exc. Scotland, NI, IOM and Cl). Outlets must purchase a minimum of five cases of either Budweiser 24x330ml, Corona
24x330ml, Becks 24x275ml, Becks Blue 24x275ml or Magners 12x568ml between 01/9/2020 and 31/10/2020 in one transaction to receive either a case of Beck's Blue 24x275ml or a case of Magners Original
12x568ml free of charge, please specify when ordering. Free case to be delivered with remaining order. Subject to availability. Promoter: AB InBev UK Limited, Bureau, 90 Fetter Lane, London, EC4A 1 EN.
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DISCOVER THE
NATIONAL BEER OF
THE CZECH REPUBLIC
FREE 50L KEG
UPON INSTALL

T&C’S: MAXIMUM 1 DEAL PER CUSTOMER, OUTLET MUST AGREE TO STOCK FOR AT LEAST 3
MONTHS. AVAILABLE THROUGHOUT SEPTEMBER AND OCTOBER 2020. NEW STOCKISTS ONLY.
SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY AND WHILST STOCKS LAST.
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WITH

BUY 1 X 70CL BOMBAY SAPPHIRE
AND 1 X 70CL BOMBAY BR AMBLE
AND RECEIVE 6 FREE
BALLOON GL A SSES
The Perfect Serve:

Bombay Bramble & Tonic
1. Fully fill the glass with cubed ice
2. Squeeze a lemon wedge into the glass and lay
over the ice, then add 50ml Bombay Bramble
3. Top with 100ml of Premium Tonic
4. Gently fold/stir with a bar spoon
to combine

HAND-CRAFTED ON THE ISLE OF WIGHT

FREE•YOUR•SPIRIT
I S L E O F W I G H T D I S T I L L E R Y.C O M | +44 (0)1983 613653

Enjoy responsibly

©2020 BOMBAY SAPPHIRE AND BOMBAY BRAMBLE AND THEIR TRADE DRESS ARE TRADEMARKS

Buy 2 bottles of Silent Pool Gin
and get 6 Copa glasses

FREE CASE OF LUSCOMBE MIXERS

Receive 24 LUSCOMBE MIXERS when you buy any 2 x 70cl bottles of 6 O'CLOCK GIN
DEVON TONIC WATER | DEVON LIGHT TONIC WATER | GRAPEFRUIT | ELDERFLOWER | CUCUMBER

£11.25
per bottle

Buy ANY 2 x 70cl Bottles
of WARNER’S GIN
& only pay these
SPECIAL PRICES:
Warner’s Rhubarb Gin 70cl - £23.45
Warner’s Raspberry Gin 70cl - £23.45
Warner’s Honeybee Gin 70cl - £23.45
Warner’s Elderflower Gin 70cl - £21.00
Warner’s London Dry Gin 70cl - £19.45

The

freshest

flavoursfield
in the

The UK’s No1 Super Premium Flavoured Gin*

SAY HELLO TO
THE JURA SUNSET
25ml Jura 10 Year Old, 25ml Aperol,
topped with tonic, serve over ice and
garnish with a wedge of orange.

For more information or detail on any of the above
please contact info@warnersdistillery.com
*CGA 2020. All offers excluding VAT

BRANDED
BELVEDERE
SUPP ORT
PURCHASE
• 4 x 70cl Belvedere Pure &

RECEIVE
• 2 x branded bar runners
• 2 x 70cl dummy bottles and a
• Belvedere ice bucket

FREE OF CHARGE

Limited availability

BUY 2X JURA 10 AND RECEIVE 6X JURA
SUNSET GLASSES, PLUS A POS KIT FOC*
*WHILE STOCKS LAST. POS INCLUDES 1X JURA CHALKBOARD AND 1X JURA BAR RUNNER.

BECAUSE YOU’RE
ONE OF A KIND
MAKE THE PERFECT
TIA FRAPPÉ THIS SUMMER.
BUY 2 X 70CL TIA MARIA AND WE’LL
SEND YOU 12 X TIA MARIA BRANDED
MILK BOTTLES AND TENT CARDS
ON US!*
Tia Frappé
50ml Tia Maria
Shot of Espresso
50ml Milk

*One deal per customer. Whilst stocks last.

ONE
OF A
KIND

The perfect refreshing
summer serve

OVER 60
FLAVOURS
AVAILABLE PLUS
PINEAPPLE
COMING SOON

BUY 1 x 70cl DISARONNO
AND WE’LL SEND YOU
6 X BRANDED DISARONNO
GLASSES AND TENT CARDS*

for more information
contact sales@mbev.com

BUY ANY 6
BOTTLES GET
PASSIONFRUIT
FREE

For more cocktail inspiration visit
www.disaronno.com or @disaronno_official
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DISCOVER OUR
I N S P I R E D RA NGE
PREMIUM
SERVE

FOC

SPARKLING
PRESSE
RANGE
£7.99
per case

NO ARTIFICIAL
SWEETENERS

P E R F EC T F O R
CO C K TA I L S

CORDIAL
RANGE
£13.20

per case

£2.20

per case

* OFFER AVAILABLE UNTIL DECEMBER 31ST. PRODUCT LISTINGS MAY VARY
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EURO 2020 PLAY-OFFS
There are four more spots at Euro 2020 up for grabs through
October and November’s play-offs.
Originally scheduled for the end of March, the play-offs – which will
decide the final four participants at UEFA Euro 2020 – were postponed
due to the COVID-19 outbreak. Will Scotland, Northern Ireland or Republic
of Ireland join England next summer at Euro 2020?
Bulgaria v Hungary
Norway v Serbia
Bosnia &
Northern
v
Herzegovina
Ireland
Georgia v Belarus
Iceland v Romania

20:45

Scotland v Israel

20:45

Slovakia v

20:45
18:00
20:45

Republic of
Ireland

North
v Kosovo
Macedonia

20:45
20:45
20:45

Play-off Finals
12th November

(Fixtures list correct at time of printing)

BUY ANY 2 200ML
FROM THE MIXER
RANGE AND GET
1 SLIMLINE TONIC
200ml OR COCA
COLA ZERO
200ML FREE

NEW
ANNINGS LOW
CALORIE GIN
AVAILABLE
IN SEPTEMBER
27 Calories
per 25ml
serving
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